
hither
to this place; here

thou
archaic or dialect form of you

uhtceare
unable to go back to sleep before dawn because you are worrying

grubble
to feel or grope in the dark

mumpsimus
an incorrect view of something a person will not let go of

palter
to be deliberately unclear/misleading

expergefactor
something that wakes you up

eyne
archaic pl. of eye

metabiosis   
a mode of living in which one organism is dependent on another for preparation of an environment in 
which it can live

umbratic
of or relating to the shade or shadows; of or relating to seclusion

umbriferous
casting or making shade 

nidify
to build a nest

ignescent
volatile; bursting into flame; giving off sparks when struck with steel

nill
to refuse, to reject

crescive
increasing, growing; marked by gradual spontaneous development

kippage
an excited or irritated state: commotion, confusion  
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adnascent
growing on or to something else

misology
a hatred of argument, reasoning, or enlightenment

theotechny 
the introduction of a divine force or being into a piece of literature, often used to bring resolution to a 
situation

teloteropathy
telepathy between living persons

ubiquarian
one who seems to be everywhere at once

anhropocene
relating to or denoting the current geological age, viewed as the period during which human activity 
has been the dominant influence on climate and the environment

eremophyte
plant that lives in desert biome

myrmicine
of, like or pertaining to ants

syncrisis 
comparison of diverse or contradictory things

terraneous
of, like or pertaining to the earth

alogism
illogical statement; anything that is contrary or indifferent to logic

aleatory
chosen by chance, rather than according to any plan

zoosemiotics
study of animal communication

poudrin
small ice crystals

equipollent
having equal power or force
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bugbear
any source, real or imaginary, of needless fright or fear

calamity
a great misfortune or disaster 

flimflam
a trick or deception 

foofaraw
a great fuss or disturbance about something very insignificant 

gambit
a device, action, or opening remark 

interrobang 
a printed punctuation mark (‽), available only in some typefaces, designed to combine the question 
mark (?) and the exclamation point (!) 

sesquipedalian
given to using long words 

oxymoron
a figure of speech by which a locution produces an incongruous, seemingly self-contradictory effect, as
in “cruel kindness”

scrumdiddlyumptious
extremely tasty; delicious 

saudade
a deep emotional state of melancholic longing for a person or thing that is absent 

spellbind
to hold or bind by or as if by a spell; enchant; entrance; fascinate 

taradiddle
a small lie 

spaghettification
the theoretical stretching of an object as it encounters extreme differences in gravitational forces, 
especially those associated with a black hole 

cutesy-poo
while this might sound like a pet’s name, it really is a word that means “sickeningly cute”

flabbergast
when you want to get across that you were shocked about something, you can use this
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stygian
very dark

psittaceous
like a parrot

apricitie
the warmness of the sun in winter

ramulose
having many small branches

abirritate
“to decrease the irritability of”

fleshment
excitement associated with a successful beginning

malobservation
erroneous observation or interpretation

mordacious
biting or sharp in manner or style

impedimenta
things that impede or hinder progress or movement

jocoserious
mingling mirth and seriousness

emporte
irritated beyond self possession

satisdiction
the condition of having said enough

pestiferous
dangerous to society; pernicious
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